ENSEMBLES:

One3seven
Kristina Manilay, alto saxophone
Nolan Fewell, drums & Mindy Hua, vibraphone
Habib Sabbagh & Nathaniel Craig, bass/guitar
Umut Fidan, piano & Gregor Grigorian, brass
Adam Abadilla & Valerie Stark, vocals

Los Amigos Musicos
Martha Hartt and Jennifer Colin, vocals
Joseph Garcia, vibraphone & Alonso de la Peña, bass
Benny Magana & Ian Barker, trumpets
Eduardo Jimenez & Vincenzo Liberatore, guitars
Cordane Richardson, piano & Leonardo Barba, drums

The Bohemian Tabernacle Choir
David Knoll, piano and vocals & Alonso de la Peña, guitar
Gustavo Umbelino, bass & Leonardo Barba, drums
Choir Singers: Andrew Pavia, Ben Little, Christopher Hutchinson, Cindy Yang, Gail Hobbs, Hannah Saltman, Isabella Calabrese, Josiah Glesener, Kevin Rex, Natalie Lydick, Savannah Lyon, Shane Ramil, & Vo Nhat Minh

Blimp Disaster
Martin Chapman, drums & Rohit Godbole, keyboard
Lindsey Jackson, synthesizer & Daniel Kaplan, guitar
Forest Reid, bass
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FIRST HALF

Aeolian Harp..............................................................Henry Cowell
  Sherry Zheng, piano

Piano Trio in C Minor..............................................Johannes Brahms
  Savanna Dunaway, violin & Wesley Tang, cello
  Remi Ha, piano

The Silver Aria......................................................Douglas Moore
  Julia Yu, soprano & Michael Cohn, piano

Second Piece for Violin Alone.................................Stefan Wolpe
  Jackie Guy, violin

Capricho Árabe....................................................Francisco Tárrega
  Vincenzo Liberatore, classical guitar

Selections from Schwanengesang..............................Franz Schubert
  Joseph Garcia, tenor & Amir Moheimani, piano

Nocturne in D-Flat Major........................................Frédéric Chopin
  Chua Zong Ming, piano

SECOND HALF

Strive to be Happy..................................................Ivan Trevino
  Matthew Leveque, marimba

Flower Duet from Lakmé..........................................Léo Delibes
  Julia Yu, soprano & Jennifer Colin, mezzo-soprano
  Michael Cohn, piano

Military Polonaise.................................................Frédéric Chopin
  Benjamin Mateyka, piano

Kodak Black & Bhad Babic: Match Made in Heaven Maybe......BD
  Blimp Disaster

Seasons....................................................................Future Islands

Afterthoughts..........................................................Jonathan Lestat
  One3seven

Así Fue...................................................................Juan Gabriel
  Los Amigos Musicos

Somebody to Love.......................................................Queen
  The Bohemian Tabernacle Choir